Introduction:
Bt cotton is gaining rapid
acceptability among cotton growers.
It is postulated that its productivity
can be enhanced through suitable
modification in its morphoframe
through chemical and mechanical
methods and by manipulation of the
effective boll setting period.
Objectives:
1. To study the temporal and spatial
distribution of fruiting forms in
Bt vs non-Bt (medium and long
duration Bt hybrids).
2. To understand the consequences
of altered sink activity on the
physiology and growth of the
plant.
3. To formulate product(s) to
manipulate morphoframes to
maximize yield.
Salient findings:
Experiment I: Manipulation of
morphoframe using action specific
chemicals thylene in the form of
ethrel in cotton
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The crop was raised during 2008-09
cropping season with five entries viz
Bunny Bt, RCH2 Bt, NECH 2RBt, JK
CH 99Bt and NCS138Bt as main
treatments and four different
manipulation treatments viz., control,
5.7 mM ethylene at 35-40 DAS
(square initiation), 8.56 mM ethylene
at 35-40 DAS (square initiation) and
nipping of squares at 35-40
DAS(square initiation) as sub
treatments in a split- plot design
with three replications with a view to
to study the impact of various
treatments imposed at square
initiation stage to alter the sink
activity which in turn will have
beneficial effect on growth and yield
of cotton. Sudden drop of all the
young squares was noticed within 48
hours after foliar spray of Ethylene in
all the entries under test.
• Application of ethylene and
mechanical removal of squares on
40th DAS enhanced the boll
number
• Foliar application of ethylene @

5.7mM ethylene at square
initiation stage significantly
improved the seed cotton yield
and it was on par with the foliar
application of ethylene @ 8.56
mM ethylene at square initiation
stage
• There was an enhanced seed
cotton yield of 25% across the
genotypes and also the
agroclimatic zones. The results
were consistent for the second
. year.
• The micronaire value was
significantly improved due to
foliar application of ethylene and
in NECH 2R Bt.
• T4 (nipping of squares at square
initiation stage)recorded
significantly higher bundle
strength (as data presented from
GAU, Surat & ANGRAU, Guntur).
• The higher yield due to T1 (Etherel
@ 5.7 mM ethylene at square
initiation stage) and T2 (Etherel @
8.56 mM ethylene at square
initiation stage) can be attributed

to higher number of bolls and
harvest index.
Experiment II : Manipulation of
morphoframe through nipping at
Grand growth stage and mimic the
effect using action specific
chemicals- Maleic hydrazide in
cotton
A field experiment in a split plot
design was undertaken with popular
cotton genotypes as main
treatments and four treatments viz;
control, detopping the main stem at
85 DAS followed by nipping of the
sympodial meristem at 95 DAS,
detopping the main stem at 95 DAS
followed by nipping of the
sympodial meristem at 105 DAS and
foliar application of Maleic hydrazide
@500ppm at 85 DAS as sub
treatments with three replications
with a view to improve yield in
cotton through morphoframe
manipulation by different means.
Results indicated that
• Application of Maleichydrazide
mimicked the detopping effect by
arresting the apical meristem
growth and reduced internodal
length. Application of Maleic
hydrazide @ 500 ppm changed
the plant morphology with
reduced internodal elongation.
The LA! improved with better LAD.
• The seed cotton yield of
detopping at 85 DAS was on par
with Control, while detopping at
95 DAS had negative affect with
reduced yield. There was a
significant yield improvement with
the application of maleic
hydrazide (2062 kg/ha) while
nipping (T2 & 13) and control (Tl)
were on par with one another.
• Foliar application of Maleic
hydrazide @ 500 ppm improved
the seed cotton yield significantly
at CICR(Coimbatore), CICR
(Nagpur) and NAU (Surat), while
there was slight reduction or no
improvement in yield at
ANGRAU (Guntur) and UAS
(Dharwad).
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